
2020 Extreme 915 Walk Around
Ref: 915WA

$299,000.00
Finance from $1,431.26 pw

Description

The Extreme boats 915 walk-around model is an epic craft and with 700hp on the back it never fails to put a massive smile on your face.
This boat used to be our demo boat and is now for sale by its first retail owner. This craft is a low hour boat in excellent condition being offered at a great price !!It has 
been very well setup with nothing missed. Thousands under replacement cost. 

Engine brand: Suzuki 
Outboard Engine Model: DF350BTX Four Stroke x2
Engine Year: 2020
Engine Hours: 280
Engine HP: 700HP

**Trailer**
Not included in price but can supply if required.
**Electronics**
GPS: * Raymarine Axiom 16RVX with TM265 1KW & 3d transducer, external gps aerial, Navionics card, Quantum Q24W Wireless CHIRP Radar
VHF: GME VHF and Aerial
Stereo: Fusion MS-RA670 with speakers

**Special Features Included in this boat**
Bait station - Box style with 2x drawers with 4x rod holders, 1x cup & utensil holders
Bait tank aerator pump 
Binnacle remote box 
Cabin roller door
Cage on swim step 2x boarding ladders
Deck wash
Electric flush toilet
Extended hard top
Fresh water outlet Fresh water tank (55 Ltr) and pump
Cooker twin burner including gas cert and bottle
Fridge 85 Ltr 
Minn Kota plate including bow rail modification 
Knee switch hand washes x2
Paint 1 metallic colour 
USB Plugs
Seadek complete flooring, gunnels, and bonnet
Seating - Curved seating full length with 2x drawers, PORT, Seating - Curved seating with 2x drawers Starboard including bolster seats and shockwave base divers 
side
Soundproof inner cabin 
Tinted windows
Tuna tubes (Pair)
Twin walk through transom
Walk Around drainage grates (pair) 
Wiper
Anchor - Drum winch including rope, chain and anchor package
Electric steering upgrade 
Extensive lighting package 
Road cover
Sliding electric sunroof

**Dimensions**
Boat Length (on trailer): 10.80m
Boat Height (on trailer): 3.20m
Boat Width (on trailer): 2.82m
Hull Length: 9.15m
Beam: 2.80m

Make: Extreme



Year: 2020
Boat Overall Length: 9.15
Engine Size: 350.0
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